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BULL RUN IN PROFILE
by Mark Saha
The time has come for something to be said
about a game published by SPI in 1973
called Bullies o[ Bull RUII. My friends and I
still enjoy the game as much as when it was
first pub lished. It is one of the most often
requested tilles when I have friends over, in
that even a five -Player multiple commander
variant rarely takes more than four or five
hours to complete.
Moreover, I believe B'l/l Run may very well
be the best "all around" wargame ever
published. It's a fine colJection for beginners,
and certainly the best introduction to the
SiMove system. At the same time, AI Nofi's
fi ve man \'ariant is the finest study in chaos
and command in battle thaI I have seen; it is
a challenge to lhe most experienced of
ga rners, who will appreciate the simplistic
game mechanics as this allows them mo re
lime to denounce their partners, pull out
their hair. and retire to another room for a
few mo men ts of silent weeping .

If Battles of Bill/ RUII is so terribly good, why
has it been overlooked by so many garners?
Nol because of any problem with the game
itseH. It does have some flaws - and these
will be poin ted out - but nothin g that inlerferes with enjoymen t or actual play
mechanics. Why, th en, the general neglect? I
offer four reasons :
(1) For some rcaso n SPI departed from usual

pOlicy and did not run an historical study of
these battles in S&T. Instead, they just ran a
couple of the usu a l ads and promptly forgot
about il.
(2) The battles at Bull Run have frankly
never been all that popUlar, from th e
standpoint of military history and / or
strategic studies . Indeed, they have a
reputa lion as largely uninteresting examples
of amateurish, indecisive bungling. unworthy
of serious study.
(3) The five man variant of Bill/Run 11 must
surely be classified as one of the high water
marks of simulation gaming. Here is a game
tha t truly has everything; a Supreme
Commander trying to hold together subordi·
nates wh o a re each driven by personal
ambition; the chaos of two subordinate
forces b lundering into each other during
SiMove in an atte mpt to get at the same
enemy positions: lost orders, orders ambiguously written and misinterpreted, orders
int.ercepted by lhe enemy; a Confederate
Army in a hopeless situation that wins time
and again when the entire Union command
structure simply falls apar t in an avalanche
of confu sion and biUer debate,
nfortunately, this va riant was invented by
AI NoH only after the game was already
published. Therefore, inslructions for it we re

published in MOVES #]4 and are not otherwise availab le. Players without these rules
have only about olle third of th e true va lue of
the game they purchased.
(4) Sillce Bill! RUII was in t nded to introduce
the new SiMove system, rules in regard to
this were made as specific and u nambiguous
as possible. Thus, the system given is actually
rather tedious: Players are instructed to write
t.he hex number of every hex entered. The
much easier "vector" system , wherein you
merely note any change of direction and the
number of Movement Poi nts for same, is not
mentioned, This undoubtedly makes the
game unnecessarily difficult for inexperienced retai l buyers.

MANASSAS BRIEFING
The rules of l3ul/ Run are so simple and
similar that they can be described in a few
brief paragraphs. I shall do so here only so
readers without the ga me can foLlow the re~t
of this study. Basically , all it amounts to is
SiMove applied to the Napo/eon ar Walerloo
system. with a few key modifications.
There is no stacking in this game. This, and
the low unit count, is mainly what makes
SiMove so easy. There is a step reduction
system, but. again, quite simple - the same
used in Lee Moves Norlh and Wilderness
ClImpaigll . There are also a few artillery
pieces, but they are so few that we will omit
discussion of them here. Zones of Control. as
in NA W, are "rigid :" a unit ceases
movement instan tly upon en tering an enemy
ZOe. You cannot withdraw from an enemy
ZOC except as a result of combat in which
one unit or the other retreats, or, as a resull
of "Repulse." which will be described
shortly.
Attacking is a little diHerent. You cannot
attack with a unit unless (a) you have specifically written an attack on its movement
plot. and (b) you have at least four Movem.e nt
Points unexpended so lhal it may properly
"deploy" for an attack. For example, if you
have a 5-8 ullit that you wish to u. e in an
assault, you cannot expend more than four
Movement Points in movement. If the enemy
objective unit is five hexes away in clear
terrain, you are too far away to attack
although you can certain ly reach it. Finally,
units plotted to attack must do so if they end
their movement adjacent to an enemy unit even if this wasn'l the enemy unit you had in
mindl
"Repulse" is quite interesting as a design
concept and has some vel)' important tactical
lIses to be discussed later. Basically, this rule
states th.H if al the end of a Turn (the
expression Complete Turn really docm't
apply to SiMove games, unless redefined),

tw o opposing u nits are adjacent, and neither
unit has attacked or been attacked Iha t
Turn, both units are "repulsed;" i.e .. each
Player retrea ts the other's unit one hex. If
either/ both units have attacked or been
attacked, they remain in pl.ace.
Finally, the Combat Results Table, which is
conventional, but curiolls - and accurate.
Most attacks on this table yield attrition to
both attacker and defender. For example,
even a 3-to-l attack that rolled a six yields a
" I l l " result, which means attacker and
defender are each step· reduced one comba t
point. This is accurate because in most Civil
War battles, win or lose. casualt ies were
often about equal on bOtil sides. The irony is
that it tends to make Bul/ Rlln games highly
unhistorical! This is because Players realize
their chance of winning by inflicting greater
casualties on the enemy are slim; so they tcnd
to go for wins by taking territorial objecth'es.
The actual commanders in the field should
have had as mu ch sen~e, but they didn't;
time and again they reI! "this one will be
different" and destruclion of the opposing
army became a fatal and bloody obsession
that survived with uncanny, invincible
ignorance for th e duration of the war.

FIRST BULL RUN
Two completely differen t battles, which
occured about a year apart. a re covered in
this game package. There are also some extra
units and optional " what if?" scenarios: and,
finally, Al Nofi 's exccllent multi -Player
game. So tactics and strategy both vary to a
degree depending upon the scenario:
however, it is the strategy that varies the
most. Tactics of all wargames are simply a
function of lhe fundamental game design . In
Bull RUIl. this focus narrows especially upon
the Combat Results Table. the "Repulse"
ru le, and the "Night" rule . So it is a sound
understanding of these elements that is the
founda tion of good play.
Firs t Bull Run is perhaps mos t nearly an
excep tion to the rule, so let's look at it first.
This game represents a one day battle, so
Night tactics cannot be used except on the
last Tum. Also, both side~ were highly
inexperienced at this first clash, so both
suffer radical command control problems.
Anybody who tries 10 move his arm y is likely
going to find it scattering all over the place ,
as actua ll y happened! Moreove r, lhis is the
on ly scenario in which it probably pays to
attempt inflicting greater casualties on the
e nemy : demoraliza t ion is a Victory
Condition - and it doesn't lake much. The
Union is demoralized if they lose a mere 8
combat fal'tors, and the Confederates are in
the same fix if they lose 10. T his doesn't end
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the game, but it does give a degree of victory
and a better chance to acquire/ defend terri·
torial objectives against a demoralized
opponent.
The territorial objectives
find a little
curoius. The Union is supposed to seize
cilher Groveton , ew Market or Manassas
Junction: if they seize any of these and
demora lize the Confederates they have a
Decisive Victory . However, in actuality, the
Union strategic objective was to cut the
Manassas Junction rail nne anywhere from
Manassas to Gainsville. This obviously justi·
Fies Manassas as an objective, but why
Groveton or New Market? It wou ld seem
more reasonable to say the Union Player
must have a unit silting Oil the rail line any·
where from Manassas to the west map edge.
(He would have to be actually silting on a rail
hex. as [ doubt he could do much damage in
the eight hour span of Ihe battle .) However, I
mention this only as a curiosily.
First Bull Run tactics are actually quite
simple: there really isn't all that much to the
game. [t ;s fun as a good, fast tWO-Player
game , and an excellent and painless way 10
learn the rules. Remember, first of all,
demoralization of the enemy is fairly easy to
achieve, so watch for an opportunity to give
your opponent a good hard whack and
beware of putting yourself in situations
where he can do the same to you. Also, as the
Confederate Player. remember you have a
distinct advantage: both sides suffer
atrocious command control problems, but it
is the Union who is committed to the
offensive! Therefore, as the Confederates,
plan any movement very carefully; don't risk
moving too many uni ts at once, and don't
move at all except as absolutely necessary.
You have a fairly solid defensive position
behind Bull Run Creek, and can afford to
play for time . Don't try for Ccntrc\:ille unless
the Union Army has been demoralized and is
badly scattered.
The Union Player has the advantage of a first
Turn "free" move (Confederates may not
move or attack), and a second Turn "free"
move if he has not crossed Bull Run on the
firs t one. Opinions differ as to how to best
exploit this advantage: personally, [ favor
using two free Turns unless the Confederate
Playe r has deployed very poorly. The first
Turn to mass at the weakest point (Sudley
Springs?), and the second move to drive on
the 010 t vu lnerable of the three objective
towns. This forces the Confederate to move
as many units as possible 10 counter your
thrust. and is thus likely to cause as much
"scattering" among his units. Also, a scratch
force shou ld remain behind in fixed positions
to defend Centreville .
This is Iruly a battle between two untrained
armies. Generally , Ihe best overall strategy is
10 move as few units as possible al anyone
time ; force your opponent to move as many
as possible per Turn: and seek fixed defen sive positions so that he must do the
maneuvering and attacking. Many gamers
have complained (hat you really can't do

much with armies thai scatter randomly all
over the map, and that such games are
" luck" contests. This is simply not the case.
If you are interested in conflict simulations at
all. you must realize that rarely, if ever, in
history has a commander had "perfect"
troops. The trick is to do the best you can
willl what you have. and plan operations that
are reasonab ly within the capabilities of your
units. Moreover. it is known that even the
greenest of troops can be quite good on the
defense; it is only necessary that a good
officer pick with a carefully trained eye the
best defensive positions and pu t his men
caref ully into place. Often, such men will
then fight to the death if only because they
are too frightened to run. If they should be
routed, admittedly a falal panic will usually
resu lt. These are the inherent problems
simulated in the First Bull run; so study the
situation carefully from this standpoint and
act accordingly.

SECOND BULL RUN
Second Bull Run is far more interesting a a
game; although . ironically, it is practically
useless in terms of simulating or even
offering a remote clue as to what actually
happened at Second Bull Run and why.
Basically, what happened was that
McClellan 's drive on Richmond was stopped
at Seven Points, and he was then given the
bum's rush in Lee's brill iantly executed
Seven Days Battle. He decided to evacuate
the peninsula . This left Pope at the
Rappahannock as the only "prong" of what
was now suddenly a one-prong attack on
Richmond. Pope deemed it wiser to return to
Washington and welcome McClellan back
home. He was reinforced in this decision
when Jackson slipped behind him and
burned and looted his supply depot at
Manassas Junction: after which, Jackson
retired to the woods near Groveton and
settled down (this can be follo ....'ed on the Bull
Run map). The bombastic and h ighly
insulted Pope angrily decided to return Lo
Centreville at once. He had no idea that
Jackson was still in the area. Thus , Pope's
line of march north took him directly across
(he front of Jackson's hidden deployed force.
Jackson ambushed him with a s udden
assault. seemingly from nowhere.
Pope had had enough of such nonsense. He
called for reinforcements, and. determ ined
thal the time had come to annihilate Jackson
once and for all. But Jackson also calJed for
reinforcements; and Lee hurried forwa rd,
determined that it was Pope who must be
annih ilated, before he could reunite with
McClellan's returning expedition. Both
sides reinforced and an amazing three day
battle of incredible chaos and confusio n
ensued. As just one example: at one point a
Confederate line defending behind a railroad
enbankment ran out of ammunition. Union
forces charged: again and again , armed
Union soldiers were driven back by Rebe ls
throwing rocks from the embankment!
Finally, more ammunition ar rived a nd the
position held.

Obviollsly there are many differences in rules
and thus, tactics between this and First Bull
I~un. A year had passed. for one thing; the
armies were now batlle hardened, so
demoralization is no longer a real danger for
either side. You still get one Victory Point for
each ene my combat point des troyed (and a
bonus point when a unit is reduced to zero
and removed) : but. as mentioned above, the
CRT does not make a victory likely by this
criterion. Casualties are usually fairly equal
so a win on cas ualties innicted would be
quite lucky and probably only marginal. The
exception to this is when, by clever
maneuver. you manage to trap one or two
large enemy uniis against the map edge and
bring such overwhelming force against them
as to destroy them with scarcely a loss. Even
so, it wou ld take the better part of a day to
entirely reduce such large units in this
fashion , and would give you only a ten point
or so lead - which your opponent could
easily cancel by seizing a territorial objective
while you 're so occupied.
Another problem is how to simulate a situation in which a nion Army "gets jumped:"
any Un ion Player worthy of the name is going
to suspect that not all those inverted grey
counters are blanks. The answer is that you
don 't even try , Jus t accept the setup as given
and try to win the game as defined . (At least
you now know how Jackson ended up behind
that railroad embankment where he starts
the game!)
Finally, I must say that when this game is set
up , it looks rather appall ing in terms of
Confederate chances for survival (see
Diagram 1); and. when told this is supposed
to be a Confedera te " offensive" - \Vhich it
is, because he has to move out and attack to
win - it would seem to become downright
laughable. What everu; it out is command
control: the Confederate Army is much
better organized, whi le lhc
nion is still
plagued with confused and genera lly disorganized conduct, summarized by the game
"scatter" effect. Moreover, divide the Union
among four Players and leave the Rebels
under one command in Nofi's variant - and
the Union 's got problems! And then, of
course. there's lhe matter of inverted
Can federa Ie dep loy men t using dummy
counters ... Now you have a situation! Utter
chaos and consternation on a massive scale,
looking for a place to happen - and about to
!'ind the perfect spot!

POPE'S DILEMMA
I must confess that although I have played
Bull Run I and II several times. the vast
majority of my games have been the Nofi
five -Player variant. This game, moreover.
defies strategy: it's just 100 wild. About the
only lhing [ can say for sure is that the Un ion
Supreme Commander (pope) shou ld try to
ascertain as soon as possible the secret
Victory Conditions (ambitions) of his
subordinates; only then ca n he usc subordinales with optilll u m efficiency anC\ be
assured they will carry oul his orders with
enthusiasm. However. we also feel that
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subordinates should be reasonably conscientious in not "tipping" their ambitions to
Pope. Under these circumstances. and using
the Confederate inverted counter rule, the
usual scenario starts off like this: The first
day is largely spent by the Unio n in recon
work: contacting and uprighting inverted
units to determine where the enemy is
located and wha t his probable intentions are.

The second day finds the situation clarified:
and, as the Union goes into action, Pope gets
some idea of what his subordinates have as
personal ambitions . For example , one
subordinate who is instructed to defend a
flank, choses to do so by launching an
offensive! Another. told to attack , requests
more reinforcements first! And so it goes.
There is another rule we have added to

Nofi's game system; rather an informal rule,
actually. But so far it works for us. The rule
is that Pope can nrdcr cerrai n troops
transferred from one commander to the
other. However, (0 do tllis he must send two
messages: one to commander A that relieves
him of . say, "all units unde r your command
in Gainesville area;" and a second to
comma nder B tha r "all units in Gainesville

DIAGRAM I: SECOND BULL R N.
A CO FEDERATE OFFENSIVE?
ITMAY OTLOOKLIKEIT
-BUT IT IS!

Union supply depot al Manassas Junction ;
then withdrew to the woods near Groveton
and settled down . Annoyed, Pope decided to
return to Centreville, having no idea Jackso n
was still in the area. The Union line of march
carried th em right across the Confederate
front. and Jackson promptly ambushed
theml The bombastic Pope was highly
insulted; he called for reinforcements and
determined that Jackson should be annihilated once and for all. Lee hurried to
Jackson's aid. determined that it was Pope

who must be annihilated, before he could
link up with McClellan who was returning
from the peninsula campaign.
The Players take it [rom here. Although the
historical goal of both sides was annihilation
of the enemy army . most Players are more
realistic and attempt to win by seizing and
holdin g territorial objectives. The Confederate position may look hopeless, but give him
inverted counters - and split the Union
forces among four Players - and a Union
win comes hard.

This opening set-up for Second Bull Run is
the historical scenario. and depicrs the
situation after Jackson has already had
much of Ilis [un.
While Pope was driving on Richmond,
Jackson swep t to his rear and loo ted the
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area are now under your command." The
purpose of this is. of course. to avoid the two
allied forces blundering into each other in an
assault in the area. However. both messages
must get through for the transfer to take
place. If one co mmander is relieved of his
forces. and the other fails to receive notice of
assignment those units don't move!
(Howeve r. a co mmander always controls
units untiJ he receives written order for lheir
release; move ment plots written by others
who Ihin k they own these units are simply
ignored.) Any losse~ incurred by units
currently unassigned are counted against
Pope.
The question of whether Pope can relieve a
subordin a te of all his forces has not yet
arisen. Howeve r , it should be kept in mind
that if you should do so. and that subordinate's Victory Condition is "incur fewer
losses than any other Player on your side" he' ]] be hard to beat! Also. there is a safe way
to transfer cont-rol of units; namely. Pope
first tra nsfers command of them to himself.
and only after this is accomplished reassigns
them t the other subordinate. Perfectly safe.
but also time consuming: the purpose of the
tra ns fer is likely long passed by the time this
transaction is completed.
Finally. it mus t bc remembered that all
messages of transfer mll!il be obeyed - and
lil emlly . If they are obviously in e rror, you
must still obey, but sh<luld request a c1arifi·
ca tion fr olll Pope immediately. For example,
l a nce receil'ed an order to the effect. "You
are hereby relieved of command of all your
units in lhe Centreville area. You may have
these troops back when you have first cleared
Centreville of all enemy troops! ,. Obviously,
he mean t the first town to be Gainesville; he
wanted me to chase a Confederate cavalry
unit ou t of Centreville, and unite all Union
forces fi ghting at Gainesville under another
commander. Tough . I continued to write
movemen t plots for my Gainesville units.
while the Confederate Player was delighted
to see my units near Centreville simple cease
all operatio ns . I sent repeated requests for
clarification to Pope, but with little success
as he continued to read both towns as
Centreville. This was not pointed out verbally
until after the game. It was a bad night .

BATTLE TAC71CS
But if st rategy is vague . tactics are a bit more
specific . about which more precise advice can
be givcn; lhe basic Fundamentals of Bu/l RUII
tactics may be summarized as follows :
(I) The decision of whether or not to engage
in a battle involving a Fairly large number of
units is obviously never to be taken lightly ;
but in this ga me it is especially important. A
ba llle o f any size in Bull RUII quiCkly
becomes so met hing of a "tar baby" affair;
once you are in contact with the enemy about
the on ly thin g you can do is reinforce ,
because it is almost impossible to disengage.
Even if yo u should write no "Attack" plots
for ,\ particular Turn . your opponent will
almost certainly do so (and -we rule it illegal
for opponents to make verbal agreements
that nei the r will plot an attack).

Even if two or three of your units are
"Repulsed" from Turn to Turn, they cannot
lake to their heels wilhout leaving lhe
remaining engaged units to face certain
destruction. Consequently. when a battle
breaks out it will probably rage throughout
the entire day, Nightfall puts an automatic
end to hostilities as combat is forbidden so
an automatic " Repulsc " occurs across the
board.
(2) A common Union tactic is 10 attempt to
prevent Confcderate forces from uniting. The
best way to do this is to attack one such force
ea rly in the morning, pinning it in place for
a n entLre day of battle. Both sides usuaUy
then send reinforcements. depending on
what else is happening on other parts of the
mapsheet. The ConFederate Player has the
obvious advantage in this regard. as he does
not need to send messages or worry whether
they will be heeded even if they get through.
(3) The Confederate Player is faced with a
difficult problem; in Game II he really
cannot afford to sil in the Gainesville area
and await reinforcements because the Union
will pin him up. It's his offensive - so he
must strike. Which means frequently in this
game he finds himself faced with the task of
uniting two forces separated by a Union
blocking force. I find the best solution to this
problem is usually a late afternoon attack
(assuming you simply wish to get past the
Union force).
The Confederate Player should maneuver a
bit against the Union. attempting to pull him
oul of position. Then. one or two Turns
before night. make a swift and hard strike on
the Union flank! Usually, this flank can be
turned and the Union forced to give ground
a t least initially. But that's all that is needed.
Because then "Night" falls; "Repulse" disenga ges ali units. and the Rebel races past
the blocking Union Army.
(4) Fina ll y. there is a n other use for
"Repulse" that should be kept constantly in
mind. Suppose , for example. that the Union
has captured Gainesville (worth 15 Union
points). but garrisoned it with only one unit,
That is not enough. No matter how strong
the unit, the Confederate can send a lowly
1-8 cavalry to deprive him of those lS points.
How? Simple - lhe last Turn of the game is
Night. The cal'alry unit need only move
adjacent. and both units are repulsed. The
Union piece co uld move right back in again
- except the game is over!
Moral: When you take an objective, at least
two units are required to protect that hex
from enemy repulse tactics. Moreover. on the
last Turn of the game you must be absolutely
sure that no enemy units can move adjacent
to any o f your captured objectives. Otherwise. you'll be repulsed and lose points on the
last Turn. Some Plavers have objected to this
ta ctic as unrealistic, but I don't think so. It
is admittedly a little abstract. perhaps. But
then , think: how can you claim to truly
"contTol" an objective when enemy units are
moving all around it at will'? Thus, the rule
merel y forces Players to protect captured

objectives with reasonable security. Absurd
repulse tactics only work against absurd
Players.

"REPULSE" DEFENDED
" Repulse" is probably the mosl controversial
rule in BI/II RUII . and the one most objected
to by Playe rs. I was unsure of the wisdom 01
it myself at first; but after much heated
debatc we have found that not only is
"Repulse"fundamental to the basic design
fabric of this gam e. but that it passes the tesl
of critical scru tiny as well. For example. one
Player objected that it was highly unrealistic
for a lowly 1-8 cavalry unit to mutually
repulse a migh ty 8-8 infantry . Think about
lhat. Well. maybe it does make se nse al
ni ght; nobody's intelligence is good at night.
and you don't really know what's out there.
So . okay maybe thaI's reasonable; everybody
keeps his distance from unknown enemy
strength at night.
So what about during the day? Surely. no 8-8
is go ing to be repulsed by a 1-8 or even 2-8
cavalry unit! Answer : he doesn't have to; all
he needs to do is plot an attack and that 1-8
gets creamed! There was an argument, for a
while , th a t during daylight Turns. at least,
only the weaker of two units should be
repulsed while the stronger held the position.
This seemed to make sense. but we gradually
discovered that this and a few other modifi·
ca tions were unnecessary and rarely used in
actua l play. Obviously, a la rger unit will
always prefer 10 blast a small unit off the
map rather than repulse it (remember.
destroying a 1·8 is worth 2 Points; one Point
for the combat factor. and a 'bonus Point for
destroying the unit). What we were doing, in
eHect. was prohibiting Players from making
stupid moves. And the right to make a stupid
move is probably the most cherished
unwritten privilege of wargaming.
So - the "Repulse" rules stand exactly as
written with us. Thi~ , indeed , is a tribute to
both designer and play testers of Bull RUIl . It
is not often in these days of "instant" games
that a product will stand up to such close
scrutiny and critical examination as does
Ballies of 8tdl RUII .

MANASSAS AGAIN
About a year a go. a non. wargaming friend of
mine dropped over while a multi· Player Bull
RUII was in session. He happened to have
grown up only a few miles from the
battlcfield a nd so glanced over lhe map with
more than passing interes t and sighed.
"That's all shopping centers now , you
know." he said, waving his hand at the
Manassas Junction area.
aturally. I was
intrigued.
A few months later I received a long distance
call from this friend. who was vacationing in
Sterling. Virginia. He said that the Flying
CircLls Aerodrome at Bealton. which he had
read about on the back of my Richtofen 's
War game. was only an hour or so [rom his
house; and if I wanted to fly out we could
caTch the last show of the season. He also had
access to a car: this meant Gettysburg,
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Antietam , Harper's Ferry. Shenandoah ,
eventually even Lookout Mountain . A West
Coast wargamcr's dream! [ quickly paid a
few bills, disconnected the phone, and
caught the next flight out of L.A . But this is
not going to be a travelogue.
The point is that I would like to say a few
words now abolll First Bull Hun on the basis
of an actual visit to the battleField. Moreover.
[or those wargamers who have not yet had
the opportunity to visit the actual field of
thei r many simulated conflicts. I would
definitely recommend First Bull Run as your
first experience. Why? Certainly there are far
more important. much larger battlefields
available for study. EspeciaJly if you are
visiting the East Coast. However. most of
these fields are so large and complex and the
terrain so often altered by a cen tury of
"progress." that it takes a car and really two
or three days at Icast to fit the pieces together
and judge for yourself whether or nol the
various commanders acted wisely and their
judgment in history is a fair one.

not help but feel the thing to do was nothing
less than what McDowell himself decided:
send scouting parties up and down the creek
a few miles. see how far Rebel defenses ran,
and whether a ford could be located beyond
their main defense line . This was done. and
such a ford was found . at Sudley Springs (hex
1803). so far beyond the main Confederate
defenses Iha t it was covered by a lone Rebel
ou tpost. Between Sudley Springs and the
main positions was the famous Stone Bridge
(hex 2508). which was to play so important
a part in McDowell's plan. and which I
found to be indeed a stone bridge despite
the fact that it is depicted as a ford on the
SPI map. Civil War photographs show this
bridge to have been demolished; but it has
since been restored. and I assume it was
intact at the time of the battle. because it was
so heavily defended.
Essentially, McDowell's plan was to send a
large body of troops on a forced night march

to Sudley Springs. Then. the morning of July
21st. a feint attack would be made at the
Stone Bridge to pin the Confederate left
wing: and with these units pinned. Union
forces at Sudley Springs could now roll up
Ihe entire Confederate line from the rear
(Diagram 2).
Obviously. th is was a good plan on paper.
And it almost worked. But was it practical?
That's what [ wanted to know. and the best
way of finding out was to judge the distance
involved. Thk after all. becomes the most
interesting thing about Sudley Springs ; how
far would a man have to march to reach it.
and then cross and fight his way back on the
opposite bank? My own observation and
opinion was that indeed it could be done. In
fact. Sudley Springs is perhaps the perfect
distance for just such an operation as
McDowell had in mind; it is just far enough
to make the maneuver possible, The only
condition being that you have trained and

Nol so at First Bull Run . This was a one day
battle . Therefore. one man on foot can cover
most of it in a single day. It was also a
clash of amateurs and/ or inexperienced
regulars. So the well read amateur military
buH may be a littJc more confident in judging
what he can see against what he has read.
First Bull Run. unl ike the second clash which
sprawled all over the lot for mi.les around. is
largely intact and an effort has obviously
been made to preserve the field as accurately
as possible. It is. then. the perfect place for
the amateur to "cut his teeth" in a study of
the great battlefields of history.
Despite Ihe amount of reading I had done.
however. I must confess that my main
interest at the lime wa. how this battlefield
compared with the SPI game that was at the
time an obsession with me. Therefore . the
first th ing I wanted to do was have a good
look at Bull Run Creek itself. What I saw was
rather curious ; it is not much different from
photographs of the period. and it is not much
of a barrier. Scarcely is it anywhere more
than a foot or so deep. nor more than a few
yards wide. The banks are perhaps two feet
high at most. so that is no problcm either. A
man can cross easily. almost anywhere he
pleases. Why. then. didn't the Union Army?
One possibility is that due to rains the Creek
was much higher at the time. Still more
important. in fact decisive. is that the Creek
meanders omewhat drunkenly (see SPI
game map) through an often heavily wooded
area of s teep. rolling hil.ls, T hus. to effect a
crossing. you wou ld have to descend one
steep lope, wade Bull Run. and ascend an
equally steep slope on the opposite side; all
this time under constant fire from
entrenched Confederate defenders. Moreover. getting artillery down a slope. across.
and up again would have been something of
a real job. I n fact . not even practical to
attempt in most places.

If YOll were Ihe Union commander faced with
an enemy force behind such a barrier. [ could
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DIAGRAM 2: FIR ST BULL RUN
.lUL Y 21. 1801

I have chosen to use all inverted counters.
rather than pretend to an accuracy [ cannot
guarantee because of difficulty working with
the maps a t my disposal. Notice. however .
that the Confederate defense is mainly aimed
at covering thrusts at New Market and

Manassas Junction and. to a lesser extent.
Groveton .
otice especiaUy the crucial
imporlance of Stone Bridge (2508):
McDowell decided to execute a feint attack
here to pin the Rebel left flank. while a larger
Union force executed a night march and
.:rossed the unguarded Sudley Springs ford
(1803). He would then be in position to roll
up the entire Con federate line.
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experienced soldiers in good physical
condition to carry it out. This McDowell did
not have; but, then, he could not be sure of
that; he could only know that his army was
largely untested; but enthusiastic. And so
were the Confederates untested.
Only by an actual visit to the battle can you
see how this plan could and should have
worked; and also how it failed, not with a
single catastrophic blow, but rather in
driblets. The Union night march began a t
2:30 A.M . of July 21st, so these men got no
sleep and carried a full burden of equipment.
When they reached Sudley Springs they
promptly collapsed and rested up. They did
not finally get underway again. across Bull
Run, until after 9:30 A.M ., by wbich time
they had been spotted by the Confederate
lookout, who promptly flashed a warning to
Stone Bridge that " Your left is turned'"

identified as "rough terrain," but there is no
explanation exactly as to what is meant by
that. Our multi-Player Bull Run messages
had refe rred to it variously as "the gravel
pit" and "the rocks," etc. (In fact, Pope and
a subordinate very nearly came to blows in
one game; the subordinate received a
message to proceed immediately with all his
forces to "the desert" - so he promptly
exited off the west map edge!)

rolling hilJs, surely one of the most peacefuJ
and beautiful in the world. That it should
impede movement is fully justified; a man
can become winded very quickJy climbing
and de~cending these slopes, and if he is
packing gear or moving artillery (even with
horses) you must mUltiply the difficulty
several times over.

But. in fact, the "gravel pit/desert/rocks"
rough terrain area is a pleasant green field of

Apart from that, there was 1ackson' s line,
which is surely a minor milita.ry masterpiece.
I've read an awful lot about how the Civil
War was a battle of amateurs; however, after

DIAGRAM 3:
CLIMAX AT FIRST BULL RUN

units would likely have been crushed against
Bull Run .

So began the great struggle. Confederate
forced arrived in the area piecemeal, only to
be defeated piecemeaJ , so the Union advance
from Sudley threatened to become a Confederate rout. But the exhausted Union soldiers
still suffered from lack of sleep and a solid
meal; and each new position became a little
harder to take. Nonetheless , they were on the
move, and the inexperienced Rebel forces
were now on the verge of paillc; it seemed
they might break and run at any moment,
yielding to McDowell a decisive victory and a
one-day war.
Of course. it was Jackson' s line that saved the
day (Diagram 3). 1 find this line hard to
pinpoint on the SP! map , though ! would
estimate perhaps hexes 1914 to 2210, west of
New Market. The unlucky General Bee,
whose forces were breaking and running on
all sides, uttered as his last words before
being struck down by a Union bullet, "Look!
Look at Jackson, standing like a stone wall!
Let us rally around the Virginian!" General
Bee never made it; but his men took heart
and indeed struggled up the hill and
regrouped on Jackson's right. Here they
stayed, and here they repulsed one Union
assault after another until the Union troops
were exhausted. Then reinforcements arrived,
and a devastating Rebel counterattack on the
Union right flank sent Union troops reeling
back to SudJey Springs in complete disorder.
It was an utter rout. Johnny Reb had now
only to follow it up, seize Centreville, and
total victory would be his; the entire Union
Army could be captured or scattered across
the countryside. But this didn ' t happen
either. Both Yank and Rebel had had
enough fighting for one day. Moreover,
untrained Confederates lacked the skills
necessary for an organized pursuit of a
beaten enemy. And so it was only a battle;
and because it was not won there would now
be a war.

This was the next spot of interest to me. I
wanted to have a look at Jackson's line ; to see
whether indeed it could have been taken and,
if not, why not. I must confess that this is an
area of the SPI mapsheet that had always
interested me anyway. It is a grayish area

have inverted all units and positions are
approximate. However, it should be clear
from this what happened. The Union night
march to SudJey Springs left the men
exhausted; they did not get started again
until 9:30 that. morning and had meanwhile
been spotted by a lookout. Nonetheless , they
defeated arriving Confederate units in detail ,
and so long as the Rebels continued arriving
piecemeal it looked as if McDowell would
still win the day. Finally, however, Jackson's
line held as shown . Readers can judge for
themselves the extent of the Confederate
disaster that would have ensued if this line
collapsed. There is no really good place left
to make another stand, and remaining Rebel

Notice also that Union un it Keyes actually
reached hex 2409 as early as 11 A.M .. but
settled down and did not.hing for the rest of
the day. A visit to th e battlefield reveals this
to be the most vulnerable weakness of
Jackson ' s line. McDowell assaulted Jackson ' s
center instead; and lost his finest artillery in
"
an assault on the 2015 area.
Finally. Early and Elzey arrived to hit
McDowell 's dangling right flank (1 817/ 1718)
and threw back the entire Union line . Can·
federate artille ry opened lip on the
withdrawing forces and caused both horses
and men to panic , and the retreat became a
rout. The Battle of First Bull Run \\las over;
the war was now to begin.
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visiting several battlefields, 1 must say this
criticism is limited largely to the poor
quality of untrained (but brave!) troops and
the things they could accomplish under often
less qualified leadership . Almost all of the
artiUery positions I examined seemed to me
ideal, carefully selected by an expert eye even
in the heat of battle. Jackson's deployment
on Henry Hill is one of the best of such
examples: it offered a beautifully clear field
of fire both on Union positions at the base of
the slope, and on the rise beyond that. Union
forces were Ullder direct fire for nearly a
mile, I would estimate, from this Line.
I then descended the slope to Henry House
(app roximately hex 2111) to see what the
position looked like to Union infantry who
would have to assault it. The feeling was
highly uncomfortable; you could barely
make out that line of cannon up on the crest,
and you knew that you were under complete
observation. I then ascended the slope as if
making the assault. An amazing thing
happened. When I reached perhaps fifteen
or twenty yards from the top, all the artillery
and Jackson 's entire Line suddenly disappeared behind the crest of the hilll The final
yards of the assauJt would have to be made
totally blind, with absolutely no idea of what
to expect when you reached the topl This
must surely have been a frightening thought
to even the most battle hardened veteran!

for the BIIIl Run game to be aU that accurate
as a simulation; its real value was as a point
of reference other than history books. That,
and a peaceful, beautiful day on the field
gave me much opportunity lor tho ught. I
came to the conclusion that, if J had been in
command that day, on either side, the result
would have been pretty much the same. The
problem is that the Union opportunity at
Sudley Springs was certainly viable ; with a
trained, professional army, virtually a
certainty. If most of the Union troops were
green, the Rebels were even more so.

And few of those were present. I did not
wonder that hungry, and exhausted men
would fail, although they did indeed try time
and again.
Finally, again atop Henry Hill with Jackson,
1 looked. for any weak point(s) in the line:
there is only one in my opinion that was
outstanding, and that was Jackson's right
rear flank (hexes 2409 , 2410). Since his line
was facing northwest and pulled slightly
back from the crest, his entire deployment
was completely exposed to a force emerging
from the woods at 2409. However, I could
also see, that at this stage of the battle, the
Union was no longer in position to exploit
this hole in any practical manner. They had
driven from Sudley Springs to a position
southeast of Groveton; to move completely
around Iackson's line to 2409 would be like
recreating in miniature the original march to
Sudley Springs. It would have taken at least
the rest of the day to reposition their artillery
there. No, by the time this hole opened, the
Union was thoroughly committed along the
Henry House line and had to make the best
of it there. Moreover, I noticed. even if they
CQuld have executed this maneuver, which
would have been a herculean task, it was only
necessary for Jackson to pivot his own
arWlery in place to return any favors.
There you have the main part of my thinking
and observations. Notice, it wasn't necessary

MechWar'77
Tactical Armored Combat in the 1970's

lt's an easy thing to look back today and say
that obviously the men of either side were
simply not ready for thai battle. But we know
this for a fact only because they were put to
the test. If they had not been - if both sides
had chosen simply to do nothing - we might
be writing today of a sure victory thrown
away by cowardice. No, if it were my decision , I think I would have handled the
situation in the same way - I would have put
the men to the test .
But victory was not pas ible for either side in
June of 1861. And this was decisive. Because,
since victory was not possible, there was
going to be a Civil War.

o

• Current-day and future weapons systems
• New Simultaneous-Sequential Play System
.400 Unit Counter mix

As a background to th is game. a fut ure history
was written postulating a Soviet attack on the
NATO forces in Germany. Derived from this
history are eight scenarios which depict
various elements of the Sovie t Second Guards
Tank Army in action aga inst the American VII
Corps. There is also one Sinai scenario drawn
fro m the Yom Kippur Wa r. and a hypothetical
Sino-Soviet confrontation in the Manchu rian
border regions . Air-mobile. flak and anti-tank
guided-missile capabilities are designed into
the game with special rules.
Combat IS simultaneous, with both Players
plaiting and then e~ecuti ng fire in mutual
Phases. Each Player must commit his units to
fi re without knOWing his opponent's inten ·
{ions. Movement, on the other hand. is
sequential. First one Player, and then the
ot her , moves his units as he sees fit. There is
no time-consumi ng plotti ng required. This
game system allows a Player to handle more
ullits than III a purely simultaneous game.
whi le preserving the essentia l flavor . The game
sca le is 200 mete rs per hex and one to five
min utes per Game-Turn, and the Combat
values were deri ved from the same base as
Panzer '44, making the two games compatible.
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